Painting your Heritage Place
Heritage Information Series 11

This is Guideline
No.11 of a series of 12
prepared by City of
Gold Coast to assist
owners of heritage or
character properties in
maintaining or finding
out more information
about their property.
This introductory guide
provides some background
to the types of paint used on
places on the Gold Coast and,
for the heritage or character
property owner, includes
painting tips, information on
how to investigate previous
colour schemes, uses of
colours and a description
of some typical colours
for the several periods
represented by these places.

Paints
Commonly until the 1920s and to some extent to the 1960s, paint was hand mixed by
painters, often on the job. Colours did not start to be “standardised” until the 1930s. “Oil”
paints, often referred to as “enamels”, were used both internally and externally and typically
incorporated solvent (turpentine), linseed oil, pigments (often lead), and driers. Other
traditional paints included:
•• limewash, a finish generally used for exterior masonry walls, with water, lime,
and pigments
•• kalsomine and distempers, interior finishes with whiting and colour dissolved in water
with size as binder, some distempers were oil-bound
•• oil and oxide, red oxide mixed with linseed oil and commonly used on sawn
weatherboards
•• various varnishes, stains, and waxes
Today’s oil-based or solvent (turpentine)-borne paints contain synthesized oils known as
alkyds. Acrylic or latex “water-based” paints became common after World War II and
consist of synthetic (acrylic or PVA) resins carried (borne) in water. These are now the most
commonly used paints for both internal and external applications.

Painting your place
Lead
Modern paints no longer use lead but it is commonly found
in paint under more recent layers. Before repainting, it is
recommended that the old paint be tested to see whether
lead is present. The lead-containing layers may be retained
and painted over if they are sound. If they are unsound and
need to be removed, this must be carried out in accordance
with Australian Standard AS 4361.2 and conform to national
and Queensland Workplace Health and Safety requirements.

Asbestos cement
Many places on the Gold Coast are clad or lined with
asbestos cement products, including interior and exterior
wall sheeting, corrugated “super-six” roofing, guttering,
downpipes, and moulded cappings and accessories. Sealing
or painting should only be carried out on asbestos cement
materials that are in good condition. Under no circumstances
are materials containing asbestos to be water blasted or
dry sanded. Power tools must not be used. Refer to the
Queensland Health guideline at www.health.qld.gov.au/
asbestos/documents/32642.pdf and seek specialist advice.

What to paint and what not
to paint
•• Unpainted brickwork and stonework should not be painted
or have clear coatings applied. Application of coatings
often leads to increased deterioration as it can trap
moisture within the material. Subsequent removal of paint
can also cause damage to the brickwork or stonework.
•• Some heritage places may have unpainted timber
interiors, while others may have varnished panelling or
trims. Unpainted interior elements should not be painted
and varnished items should remain so. Avoid using clear
polyurethane on interior timber.
•• Conversely, don’t remove paint from elements that were
always painted. Even humble early houses often used red
cedar for windows and doors but it was usually painted
rather than exposed.
•• Careless and inappropriate removal of paint can cause
permanent damage to many surfaces. For example, avoid
sandblasting and disc sanding, particularly on soft timbers
such as pine chamferboards.

•• Where possible, retain early remnant paint finishes. Don’t
completely remove all paint unless it is essential for proper
adhesion of the new paint. Earlier layers contain evidence
of previous colour schemes. Places such as behind metre
boxes or inside cupboards can assist in understanding
the building’s past, and may be used in the future to
reconstruct these finishes.

What paint to use
With the advancement of water-based acrylic paints, which
can achieve long life in harsh external conditions, their use
in repainting heritage places is now considered appropriate.
Indeed acrylic paints are better and more cost effective in
the longer term as they provide greater protection to building
fabric for longer than oil-based paints. In some cases
however, it is preferable to use oil-based enamel for doors,
windows, and their frames as they are less likely to stick
together where they come in contact with each other.
•• Use premium ranges of well-known brands, rather than
the so called “trade” lines. The extra money spent in
material costs will be more than made up by the extra life
of good quality paints. For specialised or high exposure
applications, seek the advice of a paint manufacturer and in
all cases follow their specifications.
•• As a general rule, use gloss paint on exterior timber and
metal such as handrails and gutters, and a flat paint on
rendered or stucco surfaces.
•• Avoid using clear finishes on external timber except
decking. It will break down and lose its protective qualities
quicker than solid colours.
•• The effect of dark oiled stain on previously painted subfloor battens and stumps can be approximated using black
flat or low sheen acrylic paint.
•• Similarly the colour of red-brown oil stain commonly used
on sawn weatherboards can be replicated using acrylic
paint, where these have been previously painted.
In general, acrylic paint is suitable for internal
applications, although painted internal timber trims
including doors and windows are best finished in
gloss or satin oil-based enamel which is more durable
and has less build-up, and therefore causes less
concealment of detail and profiles than acrylic paint.

Colours
Investigation of early schemes
Old photographs are invaluable in helping to determine early
colour schemes. Black and white photos can indicate the
relative tones of the various parts of the building, as shown
by this 1935 photograph of the Main Beach Bathing Pavilion
(right. John Oxley Library Image No.189024). The photo below
it was taken in 2009 and shows that while the tonal values
remain broadly the same, there are some differences. For
example, the fascias and windows were clearly once darker
than they are now.

Knowing when the photo was taken assists in establishing
the age of the building, which in turn will help determine the
correct colours to use. Note that while objects such as cars
in photos will help to date them, beware of limitations. For
example, the cars in the 1935 photo of the Pavilion all date
from the 1920s.
Other documentary material such as letters, newspapers
and magazine articles contain useful descriptions of colour
schemes. See Guideline No. 4 regarding research.
This documentary evidence should be backed up by some
physical investigation of the paint on the building. Carefully
look behind switchboards, metre boxes, conduits, and later
fixtures and fittings for early layers that have not been overpainted. The photo on the left shows two previous wall colours
revealed after later fixtures were removed.
Elsewhere, investigation of earlier layers can be carried
out by carefully spot sanding the paint in several locations.
Starting in the centre, using fine sand paper, rub back to the
base material then gradually “feather” the edges to reveal
the various layers. A magnifying glass will assist, and lightly
sponging the paint will clean it and help bring out the colour,
which can be matched against heritage colour cards.

In some cases it may be warranted to engage a specialist
such as a conservation architect to take samples and analyse
them, particularly if an accurate reconstructed colour scheme
is required. This may entail taking various samples using a
scalpel, viewing them under a microscope, and comparing
them to colour standards
The exercise is seldom simple nor does it usually give precise
answers for all colours in all locations. Often an understanding
of period colours will be used to inform a new colour scheme
as much as the documentary and physical evidence.
Factors such as fading of paint, use of undercoats and
primers, full, partial, or non- removal of old paint when
repainting previously, regional differences and hand mixing of
colours may all impose limitations on the ability to accurately
reproduce an early colour scheme. In the absence of reliable
and consistent documentary or physical evidence, choose
a scheme appropriate for the age and style of the building.
Guideline 9 provides information on Gold Coast housing styles
which may assist in this regard.

Use of colours - some general advice

Choosing colours

•• A heritage place will usually look better in a period colour
scheme. If the place has been built over several early
periods, as a general rule use the most recent period to
determine the colour scheme. However, each place should
be treated on its merits. In some cases where there are
two clear distinct periods of construction, such as a 1950s
addition to a 1920s building, painting each section in its
period colours may be appropriate.

Based on the age and types of heritage places on the Gold
Coast, the following discussion on colour palettes makes
reference to these broad periods:

•• Avoid using trendy, inappropriate colour schemes on
heritage or character places. These can date quickly and
are usually not sympathetic to the style of the building.
•• Similarly, avoid inappropriate use of “heritage colours”.
Decorative features such as timber verandah brackets were
seldom, if ever, picked out in dark greens or deep reds. Do
not use these colours together.
•• As with conservation generally, avoid over-restoring by
using complex colour schemes on simple places. Three
colours are usually sufficient for early houses.
•• Many period colours are strong and bold compared to
currently fashionable neutrals. Avoid the temptation to tone
them down to half-strength or less.
•• It is not necessary to paint new additions in the same
colours as the heritage building, particularly if they are
designed in a contemporary style (See Guideline No. 3).
Consider using a simplified version of the building’s colours.

•• late Victorian (1880s to 1900) - this period includes 19th
century rural farmhouses, as well as domestic-scale public
buildings
•• early twentieth century (1900 to 1920) - this period includes
early twentieth century cottages, such as those found at
Southport and Coolangatta, as well as domestic-scale
public buildings
•• interwar (1920 to 1940) - this period includes the common
bungalow- style house
•• modern (after 1940) - this period includes modern
architect-designed houses, more modest small beach
houses and small blocks of flats
It must be remembered that there will be overlap between
periods. Colours will depend not only on the period but the
architectural style of the building. Some of the following will
apply to larger public buildings and apartments but when
repainting buildings of this scale it is recommended that
expert advice be obtained.

•• Paint added elements such as ramps, decks, carports in a
plain colour such as black or charcoal.
•• Always remove hardware from doors and windows before
painting.
•• Invest in sample pots of the selected colours and test them
on the building.

New Art Deco colour scheme for the former Southport Council
Chambers, based on paint scrapes and knowledge of the period
schemes. Late Victorian (1880s to 1900)

Late Victorian (1880s to 1900)

Early twentieth century (1900 to 1920)

In this period buildings were often richly decorated, with
details picked-out in contrasting colours. Queensland houses,
including those on the Gold Coast, were usually less elaborate
than their southern counterparts, particularly rural places.
Timber exterior walls were typically painted in stone-like
shades of buffs, rich creams and ochres, and sometimes
grey-greens or browns. These colours were contrasted with
elements such as verandah posts, brackets, window and door
frames and balustrades painted in lighter creams or whites.
Doors, gutters and handrails were contrasted in deep greens
or red (not both). Cast iron posts and balustrades were also
commonly painted in the strong colours of deep red or green.

The federation style of this period was more a southern
phenomenon, although some of its aspects were invariably
adopted locally. The colours and the way they were used were
similar to those used in the previous period but there was less
picking-out of detail. Exterior schemes were more often than
not limited to three colours. Wall colours were frequently dark
red or stone shades with details painted in cream or off-white,
which was probably the case with the house from the period
shown in the photo below.

Internally, paint colours were often light, with shades of
blue and aqua common. Simple houses generally had
simple colour schemes, and some were unpainted or oiled
or varnished internally. However in some cases stencilled
decoration and more elaborate schemes were used.

Interior colours from the late nineteenth century carried over
but were generally more restrained and softer, with eau de nil
being common. Some interiors were left unpainted, as shown
above, or oiled or varnished.

Interwar (1920 to 1940)

Modern (after 1940)

In the 1920s colour schemes were typically less elaborate
than those of the Victorian and the early twentieth century,
reflecting the simpler architectural detailing of the time.
Queensland houses of the period were often finished with redbrown oil stain on their sawn weatherboards, complemented
by trims and sheeted gable panels finished in white cream and
stone. Green was commonly used as a trim colour.

Striking colour schemes and bold geometric feature panels
were increasingly favoured for contemporary and conventional
buildings in this period. Those built in this period in older
styles were more subdued, as were some of the more “pure”
modernist schemes.

A typical exterior colour chart
from the interwar period

116
Light Brown

102
Light Stone

348
Bungalow Brown

117
Rich Brown

143
Venetian Green

140
Maroon

103
Mid Stone

127
Smoke Grey

161
Cream

In this period it was not unusual to see contemporary houses
with colours of lemon yellow, charcoal grey, turquoise, and
white. On the right is a 1958 illustration from Australian
Houses of the Forties & Fifties, showing a garage with multiple
colours. Early Gold Coast apartment buildings, such as
Kinkabool at Surfers Paradise, incorporated brightly coloured
panels as part of their facades, and other buildings sometimes
incorporated colourful geometric abstract murals.
As with exteriors, use of strong bold colour internally was
common, often one or two as splashes against larger areas of
ivories, off-whites, creams, greys, grey-blues, pale blues, soft
pinks, mushrooms, and soft greens. Shades of blue were the
most popular. Trims were usually varnished natural timber or
painted white, off-white, ivory, or cream.
By the mid-1950s two, three, or four bold colours could be
found in one room. Combinations included pink and grey,
yellow and orange, pink with lilac, and navy blue and yellow.
Other popular colours were salmon pink and eau de nil.
In the 1960s, colours of the previous decade evolved into even
bolder combinations but introduced timber veneers (natural
and imitation) and panelling.

Spanish Mission-style buildings were popular in this period. They
typically had off-white, cream, pale green, or pale pink walls, with
blue/green doors and windows and black ironwork detailing.
Internally, plain pale colours were often combined with stained
and varnished timber, usually silky oak which by then was
available veneered onto plywood. Upper walls and ceilings
were sometimes finished in matching stained or dark painted
cover battens over light coloured plaster or asbestos cement
sheeting. In general the colours were lighter and brighter than
previously, but subdued compared to the colours of the ‘40s
and ‘50s. White, cream, and buff were favourites for walls.

1920s house at Labrador showing dark oil finish (image courtesy City of
Gold Coast Local Studies Library).

Modernist colour scheme incorporating an abstract mural
(image courtesy City of Gold Coast Local Studies Library).
Photographer, G. Barnes.

Modern homes in the Gold Coast area, circa 1960s
(image courtesy City of Gold Coast Local Studies Library).

Getting paint in the correct colours
There is much material written available about period colour
schemes in Australia, although much of it relates more to the
southern states than to Queensland. It is worth noting too that
many publications were written at a time when use of acrylic
paint in many applications for heritage and character places
was frowned upon. This topic is discussed earlier under “What
paint to use”.
The first two books listed below include reproduced
colours and cross-referenced colour tables. Some of
the major paint manufacturers including Dulux and
Haymes are able to reproduce these colours and also
produce their own ranges of traditional or heritage colour
cards which may be used in preparing period colour
schemes. The other sources listed below also provide
additional information on period colour schemes.

Colour Schemes for Old Australian Houses, Ian Evans, Clive
Lucas and Ian Stapleton, The Flannel Flower Press, 1984
More Colour Schemes for Old Australian Houses, Ian Evans,
Clive Lucas and Ian Stapleton, The Flannel Flower Press, 1992
The Australian Home Beautiful: From Hills Hoist to High Rise,
Julie Oliver, Home Beautiful Pacific Publications, 1999
Australian Houses of the Twenties & Thirties, Peter Cuffley, the
Five Mile Press, 1993
Australian Houses of the Forties & Fifties, Peter Cuffley, the
Five Mile Press, 1993
The Queensland House: History and Conservation, Ian Evans
and the National Trust of Queensland, The Flannel Flower
Press, 2001

Further information
Where do I obtain further information?
Further information visit our web site at http://heritage.goldcoast.qld.gov.au or contact;
Office of City Architect and Heritage
City of Gold Coast
PO Box 5042
Gold Coast Mail Centre, QLD 9729.
Phone: 07 5582 8875

